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A Characterization of Circle Graphs
HUBERT DE FRAYSSEIX
Une suite a doubles occurrences est une suite de lettres, definie a une permutation circulaire
pres, ou toutes les lettres ont deux occurrences. Deux lettres differentes sont entrelacees si leurs
occurrences alternent dans la suite.
Le probleme resolu ici est la caracterisation de cette relation d'entrelacement qui s'interprete
geornetriquement comme la caracterisation du graphe d'intersection des cordes d'un cercle.
La caracterisation proposee est de forme analogue acelie de Whitney pour les graphes planaires.
1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of circle graphs, also called chord intersection graphs, arises in various
fields of combinatorics from planar graphs to sorting problems and continued fractions
[1,8]. Depending on the properties considered, circle graphs appear under several
equivalent definitions such as overlap graphs or permutation graphs.
A first characterization of circle graphs was given by J. C. Fournier [2] in terms of
ordered sets. In a previous paper [3], we characterized bipartite circle graphs by properties
of vertex neighbourhoods. F. Jaeger studied neighbourhood spaces associated with circle
graphs [4] which led him to an original characterization of graphic matroids. It appears
to us that the properties of the family incident to a vertex provide an operative tool to
produce a structural characterization of circle graphs.
Let us recall that the Whitney characterization of planar graphs relies on the existence
of a bijection from the set of the vertex cocycles of a given graph onto the set of the
'cyclic paths' of another graph (the faces of the dual graph). In the same manner, our
characterization of circle graphs relies on the existence of a bijection of the vertex cocycles
of a given graph onto a set of 'cocyclic paths' of another graph which happens to be
planar. But we do not assign, as in the Whitney characterization, that the bijection
generates an isomorphism of the corresponding spaces. Although the statements of these
two characterizations have some similarity, there is no analogy between their proofs.
Indeed, in this paper we study some properties of cocyclic-path intersection graphs.
We prove that a connected graph is a circle graph if and only if it is a cocyclic-path
intersection graph.
Our results bring to light some relationships between circle graphs and planarity
problems. One interest is to provide a definition of circle graphs more closely related to
standard concepts of binary matroids.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
We shall first recall some basic definitions concerning graphs, cocyclic-path intersection
graphs and circle graphs.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph.
The boundary oe of an edge e E E is either the two distinct vertices to which e is
incident, or the empty set if e is a loop. More generally, the boundary of of a subset of
edges, F c: E, is the set of vertices which are incident to an odd number of edges of F.
The cocycle 8x of a vertex x E V of a simple graph (i.e. without loops of multiple edges)
is the set of edges incident to x. More generally, a bipartition of the vertices of a graph,
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v = VI U V2, defines a cocycle &VI> (&VI = &V2 ), constituted by the set of edges of G
joining VI and V2•
A walk P: XI ~ Xk in G is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges XI> el>' .. , X;,
ej, ... , ek-I> Xk such that the edge e, is incidentto the vertices x, and Xj+1> for i = 1, ... , k-1.
The vertices XI> Xk are the endpoints of the walk. If XI = Xk, P is said to be a closed walk.
A cycle is the set of edges having an odd number of occurrences in the sequence of edges
of a closed walk.
A path is a walk such that each vertex and each edge is different from the other vertices
and edges of the walk.
A cocyclic path is a path whose set of edges constitutes a cocycle.
There are graphs (see Figure 2) which can be covered by a family of cocyclic paths
such that every edge belongs to exactly two cocyclic paths and such that the intersection
of any two cocyclic paths is at most an edge. To such graphs, bicovered by cocyclic paths,
we associate the corresponding intersection graphs which, by definition, are the cocylic
intersection graphs:
A cocyclic-path intersection graph is a simple graph with vertex set being a family of
cocyclic paths of a given graph, two vertices being adjacent if and only if the corresponding
cocyclic paths have an edge in common. Notice that we restrict that definition to graphs
covered by cocyclic paths any two of which have at most a common edge.
Let us recall that a double occurrence sequence S is a finite sequence of letters on an
alphabet E, defined up to a circular permutation, such that each letter has exactly two
occurrences in S. Let S" be the set of letters having exactly one occurrence between both
occurrences of e. If e belongs to Sf, then f belongs to S". In this case e and f are said
to be interlaced.The graph of the corresponding binary symmetric relation is the interlace-
ment graph of S, denoted by A(S). By definition, a simple graph is a circlegraph if it is
the interlacement graph of a double-occurrence sequence.
That definition has the following classic geometric interpretation. The letters of the
double-occurrence sequence S may be used to label in order, distinct points around the
circumference of the unit circle. Each pair of points with the same label are joined by a
chord inside the unit circle in such a way that two different chords have at most a common
point and three different chords have no common point. To a pair of interlaced letters
in S corresponds a pair intersecting chords (see Figure 1). Hence a circle graph can be
viewed as a graph with vertex set the set of chords of a family of chords, two vertices
being adjacent if and only if the two corresponding chords intersect. By definition, the
unit circle and a family of chords, as above, is a chord diagram.
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FIGURE I. A circle graph G and one of its chord diagrams D.
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3. CIRCLE GRAPHS ARE COCYCLIC-PATH INTERSECTION GRAPHS
Let G be a circle graph and D be one of its associated chord diagrams. It is clear that
the finite faces of D can be bicoloured. Let Gbe the adjacency graph of the black faces
(see Figure 2).
Intersection of chord BB
with ot her chords
G(in heavy lines ) G( in heavy l ines)
Family of cocyctic paths: (1'5\ (16'2\ (3'2\ (43), (465)
FIGURE 2: G and 6 are the adjacency graphs af respectively the black and the white faces of the chord
diagram D assoc iated with the graph G (the same as in Figure I). Each intersection of the chord BB with
another chord, gives rise to an edge in the adjacency graph. As the chord BB partitions the faces of the chord
diagram D into two classes : the ones on the left of BB and the others, the set of edges defined by the chord
BB is a cocyclic path.
Each intersection of two chords gives rise to an edge in G. To the sequence of
intersections of a given chord with the others corresponds a path in G. Notice that any
edge of this path joins a vertex of G (a black face of D) on one side of the chord to a
vertex on the other side. Hence, such a path is cocyclic path.
As two chords have at most a common point and intersect if and only if the corresponding
vertices in G are adjacent, that construction defines a bijection from the vertex cocycles
of G onto a family of cocyclic paths of G. Therefore, G is a cocyclic-path intersection
graph.
We shall prove that any graph Gsuch that there exists a family of cocyclic paths, with
the property that any edge is the intersection of exactly one pair of these cocyclic paths,
is a planar graph. Furthermore, we shall prove that the only cocyclic-path intersection
graphs are the circle graphs.
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4. RESULTS
THEOREM I. A connected graph is a circle graph if and only if it is a cocyclic-path
intersection graph.
Before starting the proof of this characterization of circle graphs, we shall generalize
and restate this theorem in terms of matroid theory. For definitions, we refer the reader
to [9].
THEOREM 2. A connected simple graph G = (V, E) is a circle graph if and only if there
exists a graphic matroid M on the set VuE such that the subsets (I>x +x] x E V) are sums
of circuits of M and the subsets (I>xlx E V) are sums of cocircuits of the matroid M\ V
deduced from M by the deletion of V.
PROOF. The existence of a graphic matroid M with the properties stated in Theorem
2 is equivalent to the existence of a bijection f from the set of edges of G onto the set
of edges of a graph G such that the image of a vertex cocycle f(l>x) is a cocycle of G
whose boundary cardinality is smaller than or equal to two (as by adding an edge, it
becomes a cycle). By orthogonality.T(Bx) is not and does not contain a cycle (otherwise
there would exist two vertices x, y E V such that j'(Bx) nf(l>y) would be a non empty even
set, which contradicts the fact that I>x (l I>y is at most an edge). Hence, the (f(l>x)1 x E V)
defines a family of cocyclic paths and G is a cocyclic-path intersection graph. Therefore
the theorems are equivalent.
The same theorem holds under the hypothesis that M\ V is a cographic binary matroid.
Given a circle graph G, we have associated with it (Section 3) a planar graph G which
allowed us to prove that G was also a cocyclic-path intersection graph. If one looks more
closely at G, one can remark that the chords of the chord diagram D are pieces of the
geometric diagonal of G (see Figure 4).
Conversely, given a cocyclic-path intersection graph, we shall show how the cocyclic
paths can be stuck together, and prove that the resulting double-occurrence sequence has
the required algebraic properties to provide a constructive solution to the theorem. For
that purpose, we shall prove algebraic properties of cocyclic-path intersection graphs,
whose geometric interpretation will provide us with the proof. .
Let us start with some definitions about diagonals and the principal tripartition of a
graph [5].
5. THE PRINCIPAL TRIPARTITION OF THE EDGE SET OF A GRAPH
Let G =(V, E) be an undirected graph and ~ = zf, 'Y = zi the vector spaces on Zz
of the subsets of E and V, where the vectorial addition, denoted by +, corresponds to the
symmetric difference, and where the canonical scalar product is equal to 0 or I according
to the parity of the intersection of the corresponding subsets. Let a be the boundary
operator a: ~ ~ 'Y associates with any subset A of edges the set of vertices incident to
an odd number of edges of A. I> denotes the coboundary operator B: 'Y ~ ~, i.e. the adjoint
operator of awith respect to the canonical scalar product. The cycle space C(J of G is by
definition the kernel of aand C(J1- the cocycle space is the image of I> in ~ which is exactly
the orthogonal space of C(J in ~. The bicycle space ~ is by definition the intersection of
C(J and C(J1-.
Let R be the set of elements of E contained in at least one bicycle f3 E 00. As (C(J (l C(J1-) 1- =
C(J + C(J1-, every element e not in R can be expressed as the GF(2) sum of a cycle y(e)
and a cocycle w(e).
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By definition y(e) [resp. w(e)J is a principal cycle (resp. principal cocycle). The sum of
two principal cycles associated with the same edge e is a bicycle. Thus if e belongs to
one of its principal cycles it belongs to all its principal cycles. Let P be the set of edges
which belong to their principal cycles and Q be the set of edges which belongs to their
principal cocycles. The set of edges of a graph is thus partitioned into three classes: P,
Q,R.
We shall now recall how those algebraic properties are related to geometrical ones and
to our problem.
6. PRINCIPAL INTERLACEMENT GRAPHS
Let G = ( V, E) be a graph with a trivial bicycle space, that is such, that each edge e E E
admits a unique decomposition e = y(e) +w(e).
Two edges e, fEE are interlaced if and only if e E y(f). The graph defined by this
binary symmetric relation is called the principal interlacement graph and is denoted by
A(G).
P. Rosenstiehl proved that A (G) is a circle graph if and only if G is planar [5, 3]. That
is, there exists a double-occurrence sequence S on E such that A (S) = A (G) if and only
if G is a planar graph.
S is by definition the algebraic diagonal of G. The algebraic diagonal of a planar graph
may be defined geometrically as follows:
A left-right walk in a planar representation of a graph is a walk such that for any triple
(elo e2, e3) of consecutive edges on the walk (see Figure 3):
(a) el ~ e3,
(b) if elo e2, e3 are three distinct edges, there exist two faces Flo F2 of G such that elo e2
are incident to F I and e2, e3 are incident to F2 (FI ~ F2 if e2 is not a bridge). For a
complete definition we refer the reader to [5J.
c
FIGURE 3. A left-right walk C is so called because the sequence of its edges is the sequence of the intersections
of a curve C drawn on the plane, whose only crossings are the middle of the edges of G, and such that the
curve follows each half of an edge successively in the two faces containing the edge e, that is 'one half of the
edge is on the left of C, the other one is on its right'. Here eh ez, e3 belong to the left-right walk C.
The geometric diagonal of a planar representation of a graph (with or without a trivial
bicycle space) is, by definition, the set of its left-right walks. If the dimension of the
bicycle space of the graph is q, the geometric diagonal consists of q + I closed walks (see
Figure 4).
From the work of P. RosenstiehI on the Gauss problem and on the characterization of
planar graphs by their algebraic diagonal, one gets the following theorem:
THEOREM 3 ([5J, [6J, [7J). If there exists a walk S in a graph G such that the corresponding
double-occurrence sequence is its algebraic diagonal, then G is a planar graph with a trivial
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FIGURE 4. The cocyc1ic paths are pieces of the diagonal (heavy lines for G, light lines for the diagonal 4).
bicycle space. Moreover, then there exists a planar representation of G such that S is its
geometric diagonal.
Later on, we shall show how it is possible to use this theorem even in the case of a
graph with a non-trivial bicycle space . But we can already proceed with the proof of the
converse of our theorem, that is that a connected cocyclic-path intersection graph is a
circle graph.
7. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph and f be a bijection of E onto the set of edges
E of a graph G= (v, E) such that the elementary vertex-cocycles {8x/ x E V} are in
bijection with cocyclic paths c. of G: f (8x) = c;
We shall say that a vertex x f of G is a terminal vertex if x f is the endpoint of at least
one cocyclic path f(8x) for some x of G. The other vertices of G, denoted by Xin!> are
called interior vertices. Similarly a terminal edge e, is an edge such there exists a cocyclic
path ex such that et is an edge of c, incident to a terminal vertex of CX.
LEMMA 1. The image by j I in G of the cocycle of an interior vertex Xint ofG is a cycle
of G :jl(8xint) E cg( G) .
PROOF. An interior vertex Xint is never, by definition, an endpoint of a cocyclic path
CX' Thus the cocycle ISXin, of any interior vertex is orthogonal to every cocyclic path c.
and so the inverse image j 1(8Xint) is orthogonal to every vertex cocycle of G and hence
is a cycle.
LEMMA 2. The inverse image of a cycle of G is a cycle of G.
PROOF. Any cycle y of G is orthogonal to every cocycle of G and in particular to
every cocyclic path. Therefore its inverse image 'Y =j'(y) is orthogonal to every vertex
cocycle of G and so is a cycle.
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LEMMA 3. The number ii, of terminal vertices of G is at most equal to the number n of
vertices of G.
PROOF. Let H be the bipartite graph H = (Vt(H), Vz(H), E(H)) defined as follows:
(a) V1(H) is the set V of vertices of G;
(b) Vz(H) is the set of terminal vertices of G;
(c) VI E VI(H), VzE Vz(H) are a~jacent in H if and only if Vz is an endpoint of tv, (vz
is thus a terminal vertex in G).
Let m(H) be the number of edges of H. As the degree of a vertex VI E VI is exactly
two, we have:
(1) m(H ) =2 Card V =2n.
On the other hand, the sum L'E v f(&x) is null, therefore its boundary is null . Thus a
terminal vertex X, is an endpoint of an even number of cocyclic paths. So the degree in
H of a vertex Vz E Vz{H) is at least equal to two. We have:
(2) m(H);;. 2 Card Vz = zs;
From (1) and (2) we have: n;;' n,.
The next two lemmas point out two general properties of paths and cocyclic paths. In
what follows 'intersection of paths' always means the intersection of the corresponding
sets of edges.
LEMMA 4. Let C I and Cz be two paths ofa graph G whose intersection is a path. Then,
any cycle 'Y of G can be expressed as a sum of cycles, each of them having a connected
intersection with C.. Cz and C I U Cz.
PROOF. Let C be the union of the paths C1 and Cz. We shall first prove that 'Y can
be expressed as a sum of polygons (i.e. minimal cycles with respect to inclusion) having
a connected intersection with C. As any cycle is a sum of polygons, we may assume that
'Y is a polygon.
The connected components of ('Yn C ) + 'Y (i.e. the set of edges of 'Y which do not
belong to C) are paths f/j, j E J:
'Y = ('Y n C) + L f/j.
j EJ
(1)
(2)
As C I and Cz have a common edge, C is connected and hence each pair of endpoints
of any f/j may be joined by a path rj contained in C. By construction, for any i. j E J, the
cycle f/j + rj has a connected intersection with C. As f/j and rj are paths the cycle f/j + rj
is expressed in a unique way as an edge-disjoint union of polygons, and these polygons
have a path intersection with C.
The equation (I) can be written:
'Y = ('Y n C + L 'i) + L (qj + rj),
j EJ j E J
where ('Y U C +LjEJ rj ) is a cycle contained in C, and hence a sum of polygons contained
in C.
Now we shall prove that any polygon f3 having a path intersection with C can be
expressed as a sum of cycles whose intersections with C l e Cz and C are paths.
If f3 is not contained in C and if both endpoints of the path f3 n C belong to C l s we
connect those endpoints with a path PI of CI' The cycle f3 is the sum of the cycle f3 n C +PI
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contained in C and the cycle 13 +13 n C1 +PI whose intersections with C and C I are paths
and whose intersection with C2 is also a path as C 1 n C2 is a path by hypothesis.
Now we assume that 13 is either contained in C or that the endpoints of the path 13 n C
do not belong both to C 1•
Let {PI,dkEK be the family of maximal paths of 13 n C I having a null intersection with
C2 and whose endpoints are both in C2•
For any k, the endpoints of a path Pi» are the endpoints of a subpath P2,k of C2:
13 = [13 + I (Pl,k +P2,k)] + I (PI,k +P2,k)kEK kEK
If 13 is contained in C, 13 +I k e K (PI,k+Pu) is a cycle contained in C2 and hence is null.
If 13 is not contained in C, the cycle 13 +IkEK (PI,k +P2,k) by construction, has a path
intersection with C and C2 and the cycles PI,k+P2,k have also a path intersection with
C and C2 • We still have to prove that we can decompose those cycles whose intersection
with C1 is not a path.
Let a be any of those cycle not having a path intersection with C I • Then, denoting by
P the intersection of C1 and C2, we have: an C =PIPipp~ where PI is a subpath of C1
and pipp~ is a subpath of C2. Let P; be a subpath of C1 connecting the endpoints of pi.
The cycle a is then decomposed into the cycles a +P; and the cycle P; +pi whose
intersections with Ct, C2 and C are connected, which achieves the proof of the lemma.
By refining the decomposition we could prove that any cycle of G can be expressed
as a sum of polygons whose intersections with C[, C2 and C are paths. Note that if the
intersection of C1 and C2 was not a path the lemma does not hold.
LEMMA 5. Let Ct, C2 be two cocyclic paths of G such that C1 n C2 is exactly one edge
e with endpoints x, y. The paths Ct, C2 can be written: C1 = CieCr and C2 = CieC~ where
the paths C;, Ci are incident' to x and C'[, C~ are incident to y. Then w = e + Cr + C~ is
a cocycle.
PROOF. We have to prove that any polygon of G is orthogonal to to. Let 'Y be any
of those polygons. From the previous lemma, we may suppose that the intersection of 'Y
with C = C1 U C2, C1 and C2 are paths.
We shall first assume that the edge e does not belong to 'Y. As 'Y n C1 is a path not
containing the edge e, we have either 'Y n C1 = 'Y n C; or 'Y n C1 = 'Y n Cr. In the first 'case
'Y nCr is empty, in the latter case 'Y r. C'; is even as C I is a cocycle. In both cases 'Y is
orthogonal to Cr. Similarly 'Y n C ~ is even and so 'Y n w = 'Y nCr + 'Y n C ~ is even.
Now we assume that the edge e belongs to 'Y. As by hypothesis 'Y n C, 'Y n C1 and
'Y n C2 are paths, either 'Y n C; or 'Y n Ci is empty. For example, assume that 'Y n Ci is
empty. In that case, as C2 is a cocycle, 'Y n C~ is an odd set and so 'Y n Cr is empty. We
have: 'Y n w = 'Y n C~ + e = 'Y n C2 and hence is even, which achieves the proof.
:.:
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-1 0 0
FIGURE 5. In heavy lines, the intersection of a bicycle ~ passing through e: both terminal vertices of (:1 are
at the 0 potential, while both terminal vertices of (:2 are at the potential I.
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LEMMA 6. The vector space ~int generated by the elementary cocycles of interior vertices
of Ghas a null intersection with the cycle space of G.
We have to prove that no non-empty cycle of Gis a sum of cocycles of interior vertices
of G.
PROOF. (see Figure 5). Let ~ be a bicycle of Gand V; be the set of terminal vertices
of G. We shall show that if ~ =.0 Vo= 0 VI neither ~ n Vo nor V; n VI is empty. As usual,
we define a potential: null in Vo, equal to one in VI'
we define a potential: null in Vo, equals to one in VI'
Let c. be a cocyclic path of G. The intersection of ~ and c. is even, so both endpoints
of Cx are at the same potential. Hence the bicycle ~ defines a bipartition of the cocyclic
paths of G: those having their endpoints in Vo and those 'having their endpoints in
VI'
Let ebe an edge of ~ and C1, C2 the two cocyclic paths containing e. As in Lemma
4, let C1 = C; eC7 and C2 = C~eC~ be the decompositions of the two cocyclic paths c;
C2• Since by that lemma e+C7 + C~ is a cocycle, ~ n (e + C7 + C~) is even, so the
intersection of ~ and C7 +C~ is odd which implies that the terminal vertex of C1, on
c; is at a different potential than the one of C2 , on C~. Hence neither VI n Vonor V; n VI
is empty.
LEMMA 7. The inverse image under f of a bicycle of G is a bicycle of G.
PROOF. Let ~ be a bicycle of G. As in the preceding lemma, ~ defines a potential on
the vertices of Gsuch that both endpoints of any cocyclic path are at the same potential.
Using the same kind of arguments it is easy to check that an edge ebelongs to the bicycle
~ if and only if the two cocyclic paths to which ebelongs are in different classes defined
by ~. Hence ~ is the sum of the cocyclic paths belonging to one of any of the two classes
of cocyclic paths.
The inverse image of ~ under f is a cycle of G (Lemma 2) and, from above, is a cocycle
as it can be expressed as the sum of the vertex cocycles in bijection with the cocyclic
paths of one of any of the two classes defined by ~.
LEMMA 8. The cycle space ce of G is isomorphic to the direct sum of the cycle space ~ of
Gand the subspace ~int generated by the cocycles of interior vertices of G:
PROOF. By Lemma 2,rl(~) is a subspace of Cf5; from Lemma l,rl(~t,t) is a subspace
of ce. From Lemma 5, ~ and cgt,t have a null intersection, hence ~ + ~t,t is a direct sum,
so we only have to prove that:
G is necessarily connected as to two adjacent edges in G correspond two edges in G
belonging to the same connected component of G which contains the cocyclic path
associated with the vertex of G incident to both edges. As in a connected graph the only
linearly dependent set of vertex cocycles is the family of all the vertex cocycles, we have:
dim ~t,t = nint. On the other hand, dim ~ = m - n+ 1. So we have:
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As j'( c15(jJ cl5+int ) is a subspace of ce we have:
m - ii, + 1~ m - n + 1,
that is iiI ~ n.
By Lemma VII.3, n IS at most n. Therefore n = ii, and j 1( c15 (jJ cl5t;,t) has the same
dimension at ce and so is equal to ce.
LEMMA 9. A terminal vertex X, of (; is the endpoint of exactly two cocyclic paths.
PROOF. If one terminal vertex were the endpoint of more than two cocyclic paths, the
inequality (2) of Lemma 3 would be strict:
m(H» 2 ii,
which contradicts the equality (1) of the same lemma:
m(H) = 2n,
as in the preceding lemma, we have just proved that n = iiI'
We shall now prove that {; is a planar graph, by exhibiting a double-occurrence
sequence which will be the algebraic diagonal either of {; or of an homeomorphic graph
G of {; if {; has a non-trivial bicycle space.
PROPOSITION 1. (; is a planar graph.
PROOF. The proof will be carried out in four steps:
(a) Construction of a family of closed walks. Let CI, C2 , ••• , c, the cocyclic paths of
(; in bijection with the n vertices of G. We shall construct a family Jj(j = 1, ... , r + 1)
of closed walks on 6.
The path C. defines the beginning of the walk J. :XI ~ x2. By lemma 8, X2is the endpoint
of exactly one other cocyclic path, renumbered C2, which allows us to extend the walk
defined by C1•
Let C1C2 be the new walk. Unless C1C2 is a closed walk, we can still extend it in a
unique way, as above.
This process is repeated until the last cocyclic path used leads back to the starting
point Xl:
J1 = C.C2 ••• Ck , .
If the cocyclic paths Clo C2 , ••• , c. have not all been used for the construction of J..
the previous construction is repeated, starting with any unused cocyclic path.
In this way we obtain a family Jj(j = I, ... , r + 1) of closed walks such that each
cocyclic path c, is used exactly once.
(b) On the interlacement of letters (see Figure 6). If ehas both its occurrences in a
walk Jj , we shall prove, denoting by S' the edges having exactly one occurrence between
two successive occurrences of e, that:
S' = y(e) n w(e ) where y(e) E cl5, w(e) E cl5.l. .
That is, S' is either a cycle and S' +ea cocycle, or S' is a cocycle and S' +ea cycle.
S' or S ' +e is obviously a cycle and if the edge e is a terminal edge for both cocyclic
paths used by Jj it is also obvious that either S' or S' +eis a cocycle. The proof in the
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FIGURE 6. For eE (i, if C~ =0 then C~ is a cocycle. For eE P, if C~ =0 then e+ C~ is a cocycle.
general case, is based on Lemma 4. In what follows we suppose that j equals one to
simplify the notation. If J1 has letters with just one occurrence in J], there are two
possible sets for s'. For example, if J1 is written:
J1 = C1C2 ••• Cp _ 1C~eC;, Cp+ 1 ••• C~eC~, ... , c;
where C~eC; = c, and C~eC~= c; we arbitrarily choose s' = C; +CP + I +... + C~ (the
other possibility would be s' +J1) .
Either C;Cp +1 ••• C~ or C;Cp + I ••• c; e is a closed walk.
In the first case s' is a cycle:
y(e) = C;+Cp + 1 +... +C~·
By Lemma 5, C; + C~ +e is a cocycle and thus w(e) = (C;+ C~ +e) +Cp + 1 +Cp +2 +
... + Cq _ 1 is a cocycle such that:
e= y(e) +w(e)
Similarly if C;Cp + I ••• C~e is a closed walk, y( e) = c; +Cp + 1 +... +C~ +e is a cycle
and w(e) = y(e) +e is a cocycle (eE P).
(c) Proof of the proposition in the case G has a trivial bicycle space. Let G' be the
intersection graph of the closed walks Jj , two vertices of G' being adjacent if and only
if the corresponding closed walks havea non-empty intersection.
G' is a connected graph as it can be obtained from the graph G by identifying vertices
of G corresponding to cocyclic paths used for a same closed walk Jj •
Hence if a closed walk J1 is a double occurrence sequence then the family of closed
walks Jij = 1, ... , r + 1) is reduced to J I .
The set ~I of edges used only once by J I constitutes a bicycle of G, therefore if Ghas
a trivial bicycle space, ~I is null and the family of the J j reduces to J I:
J1= CI C2 .•. c; which, from (b), is the algebraic diagonal of G.
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From P. Rosenstiehl's theorem 3, we deduce that G is a planar graph and J1 is its
geometrical diagonal for some planar representation of G.
(d) Proof of the proposition in the general case. If G has a non-trivial bicycle space,
one cannot define uniquely its algebraic diagonal. But if the graph is planar and given a
planara representation, one can always construct its geometric diagonal which is constituted
by q + I closed walks, where q is the dimension of the bicycle space .
The bisection of q edges belonging to q independent bicycles kills the bicycle space.
The geometric diagonal of the resulting graph is easily deductible from the q + I closed
walks of the geometric diagonal of the original graph.
So we shall first construct from the r + I closed walks JI> . .., J,+\ one closed walk.
This is done in r steps by chaining each time two closed walks together.
From above , in each closed walk there exist edges having only one occurrence. Let et
be an edge used in two different walks JI> J2. Let
where C1 = C;e,C~ and Ck, +1 =Ck,+le\Ck,+I'
Let us bisect the edge el> that is replaced it by a cocyclic path e; e~ having the same
endpoints as el '
We create a new closed walk J,.2by chaining J1and J2the following way:
; -, · "C- C- C-, -, -I'C-" C- C- ,
U I .2 = ele l I'" k, telel k,+l' " k2 k,+I'
It is easy to check that for a letter j which has both its occurrences in J1,2 one always
has :
s' = y(j) n w(j) ,
and the same result still holds for j = e; (resp. en as e~ +C~ + C; is a cocycle in the new
graph.
Let g be an edge which was used once in J\ and once in J2. J\,2 can be written:
J _ ...., -"C-" ... , ....... " ......, -, ....11 ... " ... I .... '" 1/ ......,
1,2 - e1el I'" C pgCo : : Ck,C Jete \ Ck, +1 . ,. CqgC q'" Ck2Ck,+\ '
We still have:
y(g) E ce,
e"p
(see Figure 7) as it is easy to prove, using the same arguments as in Lemma 4, that
C;+e;+e~+Ck,+1 is a cocyclic path and so is C;+C~ or C;+C~+g (Lemma 5),
depending on whether the edge g is followed twice with the same direction or not .
By proceeding to chain all the walks Jj , on¥ obtains a closed walk J on a graph 6
Ct ,
---- --- - - -- - - - -- - -+ - - - ----- -- - ------, ,
, \\ I
- ---- --- --I \
\ . ,
' --- - -- - - - - - - - - ---~---- - - - --- - -- ----_/
Ct 2
FIGURE 7. c; +c~ is a cocycle (gE Pl.
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deduced from 0 by r bisections of edges. 6 is therefore a planar graph and J is its
geometric diagonal for some planar representation. 0 i~ hence a planar graph and the
family of the L1j (j = I, r + I) is the geometric diagonal of G for some planar representation
of O.
8. PROOF OF THE THEOREM: CONSTRUCTION OF THE CHORD DIAGRAM
As stated previously, the chords of the chord diagram are pieces of the diagonal of a
graph. The candidate graph is 0 with its planar representation 00 such that the Jj(j = I, r+
I) constitute its geometric diagonal. The C; (i = I, n) will be the chords. But we still need
a circle. We shall prove that all the terminal edges belong to the same face which we can
take to be the exterior face of 00 , Whether G has bridges or not, given the embedding
00 , one can construct a closed curve surrounding the exterior face such that the edges
followed twice are bridges and such that the set of edges followed once is the exterior
face (see Figure 8). To the different possible choices of the exterior face correspond such
closed curves which defines closed walks 4>k'
We shall first show how to compute the closed walks 4>k (defined by a curve surrounding
a face) and prove that there exists a closed walk 4>, such that all the terminal edges belong
to 4>, which will define the exterior face of 00 ,
For clarity, we shall assume that the bicycle space of 0 is trivial. The general case
would be treated by considering the graph 6 with a trivial bicycle space deduced from
oby r bisections.
Two consecutive edges in 4>, are consecutive occurrences in J. That property is not
sufficient to construct a 4>k as the occurrences of an edge in J may define four different
adjacent occurrences in J. But we can get more information.
As has already been mentioned in Section 5, an edge ebelongs to the class P or Q of
the graph 0 depending on whether or not it belongs to its principal cycle. So, an edge
e belongs to the class P or Q depending on whether or not the walk, defined by the
diagonal, follows the edge both times with the same direction or not (cf. case (b) in the
proof of Proposition I).
Hence, if eand i are two edges used consecutively by rPk (and also by J ), the next
consecutive edge used by 4>k is the edge following the other occurrence of i in J if i
belongs to P, or the edge preceding the other occurrence of i in J if i belongs to Q.
As an example, for J = ej. ..fig", if i E P then e, j, g" are consecutive edges of 4>"
and if i E Qthen s. j, f are consecutive edges of 4>,.
We shall not further describe or justify the algorithm for the 4>, but refer the reader
to [5] for a more formal exposition based on a quadrialphabet associated with the edges
of a planar embedding of a graph.
Let 4>, be the closed walk defined by the previous algorith, starting with two terminal
edges eo.ioconsecutive in J. We shall prove that all the terminal edges belong to 4>,.
There is no reason why 4> should consist of terminal edges only and in fact it may
not. That is why we shall subdivide the cocyclic paths C; (i = I, n) in order to obtain a
larger collection of cocyclic paths C;(j = I, n '; n'~ n) such that 4>, will consist entirely
of terminal edges of the new family of cocyclic paths.
Let! be a t~rminaJ ed~e of~ co_cyclic path c; The edge ebelongs to another cocyclic
path Cq• Let Cp = eC;, C; = C~eC~ be the two cocyclic paths written in the order they
appear for ~n arbitrary orientation of the diagonal.
By Lemma 4, either C~e or C~ is a cocyclic path depending on whether or not e
belongs to P. In both cases, if C~ is not empty, the cocyclic path c, is subdivided into
two cocyclic paths: if eE Pthen Cq ~ C~e and C~ are cocyclic paths, if eE Qthen c, ~ C~
and eC~ are cocyclic paths (see Figure 6).
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After the subdivisions of all the cocyclic paths, whenever possible, it appears that a
terminal edge of a cocyclic path is also a terminal edge for the other cocyclic path to
which it belongs.
For two occurrences of an edge i, the diagonal J can be written:
..... ..... ....-
L1 =... ; eC; ... ;C ~ i; C;; ... ,
J - . sc: .C' . sc:
- ... , p, ... , q' q' ... ,
if eE F,
if eE Q,
where the semicolons delimit the cocyclic paths of the new family.
So, for a terminal edge j we have either:
J=e;j.. .j;g... ,
that is i, j, g" belongs to 4>,; or
J = e;j... g;j... ,
that is i,t i' belong to 4>t. •
Thus cPt only contains occurrences of the terminal edges defined by the C; (i = 1, n).
Furthermore if a terminal edge of C; belongs to 4>" by orthogonality, the other terminal
edge of C; belongs to 4>t and so it is easy to check that all the terminal edges of the C;
(i = 1, n') and hence of the Cj (i = 1, n) belong to 4>t.
To effectively construct the chord diagram associated with G, one should first compute
the algebraic diagonal J of G (or 6 if G has a non-trivial bicycle space). With Dehn's
algorithm [5], one may find a planar representation of G such that J is its geometric
diagonal. The chords are then the pieces of the diagonal corresponding to the cocyclic
paths associated with the vertices of G. From what we have just proved, one can draw
a circle passing through all the endpoints of the diagonal pieces.
Actually, it is easier to deduce directly from 4>t the double-occurrence sequence S,
whose interlacement graph is G:
Let S be the sequence of terminal vertices of G in the order they are encountered by
the walk defined by 4>t.
To get to and leave from a terminal vertex Xt, 4>t uses some edges of two different
cocyclic paths. Let c; be the cocyclic path leading to Xti and Cx '! the cocyclic path leaving
from Xt.
If S~ Xt ,Xt2 , ••• xt. , the required sequence S such that A(S) = G, can be written:
s = x~, xT, x~, x~, ... , x~, xi, ... , x~, x~.
We conclude by giving an example and a final remark.
9. AN EXAMPLE (SEE FIGURES 8 AND 9)
G is covered by the following cocyclic paths:
CA=i76,
CE = 54 fi,
CB =ii 13 12,
CF =86510,
Cc =:3 278, CD =:3 1349,
Ca = fb 1112.
One can check that the cycle space of G is generated by the faces of G:
i 27, 2:3 13, 4111213, 678, 459,
and the cocycle of interior vertices of G:
4567213, 491011.
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12
G
13
FIGURE 8
F
FIGURE 9
The diagonal of G, computed by sticking together the cocyclic paths, is the following:
where the cocyclic paths have been well-oriented. The subdivided sequence Lis is the
following:
Lis = i::; 6/8::; i 3/i211/10/10/9 5/6 8/i i f3 i2/114 5/94 f3 3.
As
P= 46::; 811 12 f3 and Q= I i 359io,
the walk ~t passing through the terminal edges of Gis deduced from Lis, the following way:
Lis = I ::; 6/8 ::; i 3/f2 11/10/10/95/6 8/i i f3 12/1145/94 f3 3/
+-- - -~--- - +- ~~t =68i3 12 11 10 109 5.
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If we denote by (h (2, (3, . . . , (, the corresponding sequence of terminal vertices, we have,
considering the order in which the cocyclic paths were used to build ¢,
+
+
x;=A, xT=C,
X2= F, x~=B,
x~=A, x~=D,
X4=C, x:=G,
x;=B, x;=E,
x~= F, x~=G,
x~=D, x;=E, +
(we have put a + when the orbit ¢, uses a different orientation to that of the diagonal.
For example, CD leaves (, and leads to (3, but when used in the diagonal CD leaves (3
and leads to (,).
Hence the double-occurrence sequence S such that G = A(S), is the following:
S=A, C, F, B, A, D, C, G, B, E, F, G, D, E.
10. REMARK
In the example given in Figure 2, the adjacency graph of the black faces is a tree and
the adjacency graph of the white faces, which also gives a solution for the theorem, has
its cycle space isomorphic to the one of G.
That property is not generally true, as one can see by studying the possible chords
diagrams associated with the circle graphs K 2,3 or K 4 •
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